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ROUND 1 

 

1 Known by the initialism HUDF, the original data for the ultra-deep field image 

of a small region of space in the constellation Fornax, containing an estimated 

ten thousand galaxies, was collected over the span of three months by which 

telescope? 

 

2 NOW LISTEN TO MY HEART  

IT SAYS UKRAINIA  

WAITING FOR THE WIND TO CHANGE… 

Inspired by the war in Eastern Europe, which band changed the lyrics of their 

most famous song for European and the US tour?  

 

3 (FIG. 1) Shown in the image is a general delineation of which convergence? 

Marine belt in question represents the natural border between two hydrological 

regions where colder and warmer waters meet, which creates a zone of very 

high marine productivity. 

 

4 Peru's Sacred Valley, The Mighty Mekong of Laos, Untamed Tasmania, The 

Maine Ingredient, Croatia's Coastal Adventure and The Wilds of South Africa, 

are some of the episodes in the Uncharted series that follow – which British 

chef? 

 

5 Derivation of the Greek word meaning born in purple, what system of political 

succession favours the rights of sons born after their father has become king or 

emperor? The most famous examples can be found in Byzantium and the Nupe 

Kingdom, and the same theory was used by Henry I of England to justify why 

he, and not his older brother Robert should inherit the throne. 

 

6 (FIG. 2) The title character of which Oscar winning animated feature is shown 

in the image? 

 

7 Stacy Peralta’s documentary film Dogtown and Z-Boys explores the beginnings 

of which Olympic sport in the 1970s? 

 

8 (FIG. 3) Inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage Site list in 1987, which 

palace, the only non-royal and non-episcopal country estate with that title, is 

one of the most famous examples of the English Baroque style? Named after 

the battle in 1704, the palace is also known as the birthplace of Winston 

Churchill.  

 

9 Closely tied to aspects of the oral tradition, which literary form in traditional 

Japanese literature, an extended prose narrative tale comparable to an epic 

novel, almost always relates to a fictional story, even when recounting a 

historical event?  

 

10 Literally translated as boy play from Farsi, which slang term is used for an 

Afghani custom involving child sexual abuse, sexual slavery, and child 

prostitution? Predominantly involving older men and young adolescent males 

or boys, the custom is outlawed, but still practiced in certain regions of the 

country. 

 

11 Located inside Temple XIII, the Tomb of the Red Queen that contains the burial 

chamber of Ix Tz'akbu Ajaw, was found in the ruins of which Maya city? 

 

NTB On Sunday, May 14, 2023, the Women’s FA Cup final set the record for the 

number of visitors. How many people watched Manchester United vs Chelsea 

live at Wembley? 
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ROUND 2 

 

1 Dissatisfied with HBO’s portrayal of events in the 2019 TV show, Russian 

national television announced its own series about what 1986 disaster? With 

the words that “everyone will find out what really happened”, the announced 

series aims to show the alleged CIA involvement in the event itself. 

 

2 One of the five sovereign states in the world that doesn’t have its own airport, 

which European microstate has a heliport in the Fontvieille district, and uses 

Nice Côte d'Azur airport as its primary airport? 

 

3 Abdulrazak Gurnah, Mo Yan, John Maxwell Coetzee, Kenzaburō Ōe, Derek 

Walcott, Nadine Gordimer and Naguib Mahfouz are some of the non-European 

and non-American winners of which prestigious award? 

 

4 (FIG. 1) The painting La Vie by which artist is shown in the image?  

5 Made with gin, lemon juice, orange juice, strawberry juice and egg white, what 

cocktail was first created to mark Julie Andrews’ debut in Frederick Loewe and 

Alan Jay Lerner’s musical? 

 

6 Born Toni Watson, which Australian singer-songwriter broke Bing Crosby’s 

nearly 80-year-old record in early 2020 when her single Dance Monkey spent 

24 weeks at the top of the Australian charts? By comparison, Crosby’s White 

Christmas spent 22 weeks at the top in 1943. 

 

7 “We have found one another again as brothers and comrades in arms, enemies 

no longer, generous friends rather, our battles long past, the quarrel forgotten—

except that we shall not forget the splendid valor" were the words of the US 

president Woodrow Wilson in 1913, during the 50-year anniversary reunion of 

which battle, which gathered around 50 thousand veterans? 

 

8 The Great Underground Empire, The Wizard of Frobozz and The Dungeon 

Master are three video games that originated from expanding and splitting 

which text-based adventure game developed by Tim Anderson, Marc Blank, 

Bruce Daniels, and Dave Lebling? 

 

9 Achieving it in a Ferrari car in 1952 and 1953, who was the first driver to 

successfully defend the Formula 1 title? 

 

10 (FIG. 2) Shown in the image is what archaic letter of the Greek alphabet, used 

as an addition to the classical 24-letter alphabet in some eastern Ionic dialects? 

The letter remained in use as a numeral symbol for 900 in the Milesian system 

of Greek numerals. 

 

11 (FIG. 3) Reproduction of a manuscript shows Ibn Sahl’s discovery of – which 

law? 

 

NTB In terms of the longevity of the reign of rulers whose span can be fully 

confirmed, she ranks second in history, right after Louis XIV. In days, how long 

was the rule of British queen Elizabeth II?  
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ROUND 3 

 

1 In Greek mythology, Telegon, after whom the last work of the Trojan cycle was 

named, was the son of Circe and which hero, whose wife Penelope he later 

married? To make matters a little more complicated, Telemachus, the eldest son 

of the hero in question, later married Telegon's mother. 

 

2 Led by Lionel Messi who was named the best player, Enzo Fernández who was 

named the best young player, and Emiliano Martínez who was named the best 

goalkeeper, which national team won its third FIFA World Cup title in 2022? 

 

3 (FIG. 1) Image shows the ad for which brand?  

4 Xinhai revolution, which started in 1911, led to the overthrow of Pu Yi, last 

monarch of which imperial dynasty? 

 

5 (FIG. 2) Art movement Shin-hanga revitalized which traditional genre of 

Japanese art during the Taishō and Shōwa periods of the early 20th century? 

Image shows the Hashiguchij Goyō work Yokugo no onna which was published 

in Watanabe Shozaburo.  

 

6 Although in 2016 the media tried to connect her with Alexander Skarsgård, with 

whom she filmed The Legend of Tarzan, which Australian actress has been in 

a relationship with British producer Tom Ackerly since 2014, and is married to 

him since 2016? 

 

7 According to literary critics and biographers, Virginia Eliza Clemm Poe is the 

most likely inspiration for which poem, written in 1849? The poem deals with 

the death of a beautiful woman whom the narrator loves even after her death. 

 

8 Situated between the Canadian provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, 

which bay, an arm of the Gulf of Maine, has the highest tidal range in the world 

with difference between low tide and high tide being around 16 meters? 

 

9 (FIG. 3) Shown on the left is a normal lymph cell, while the distinctive, giant 

cell shown on the right, found with light microscopy in biopsies from 

individuals with Hodgkin lymphoma, is named for which two scientists? 

 

10 Talking drum Iya Ilu is the lead and predominant instrument of which style of 

Yoruba music, believed to have been created by Ababababaa Babatunde King? 

 

11 Part of the line „La haine attire la haine!“ spoken by Hubert Koundé in a 1995 

film, gives the title of the film by which French director? The director in 

question won the Best Director award at Cannes Film Festival for the 

aforementioned film. 

 

NTB According to data retrieved on May 18, 2023 from the website chartmaster.org, 

how many total streams on Spotify does Drake, the most streamed artist on the 

platform, have? 
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ROUND 4 

1 According to Sumerian King List, the fifth ruler of the city-state Uruk, 

presumably ruling between 2900 and 2700 BCE, was which hero? Literary 

history of the hero in question starts with five Sumerian poems from a later 

period, which formed the source material for an epic. 

 

2 Film Ant-Man and the Wasp: Quantumania, which premiered in February 2023, 

is the first film of the Fifth Phase of which media franchise and universe? 

 

3 Published in 2015, Harper Lee novel Go Set a Watchman was initially promoted 

as a sequel of what book? It is widely accepted that the work was a first draft 

of the novel in question, with many passages being reused. 

 

4 (FIG. 1) Gold medal from the second edition of which sporting competition is 

shown in the image? 

 

5 Mineral cassiterite is the most important source of the oxide of which chemical 

element? With a Latin name stannum, this post-transition metal in group 14 of 

the periodic table has historically been used in an alloy formed with copper. 

 

6 Currency that is official in Cook Islands, Niue, Tokelau, Pitcairn i Ross 

Dependency, is also official in which sovereign country? 

 

7 Though Carly Simon refused to reveal about whom the song is about, and Kris 

Kristofferson and David Bowie were valid candidates, for which song did 

Warren Beatty exclaimed: "Let’s be honest, that song is about me "? 

 

8 Also known as Holy Island, which island off the coast of county of 

Northumberland, once an important centre of Celtic Christianity, became a 

notable tourist attraction in the 20th century, especially its Pilgrim's Way which 

allows people to walk to the island during low tide? 

 

9 Ghosts of Creuss, The Mentak Coalition, Naalu Collective and Yssaril Tribes 

are some of the factions available for players in the fourth edition of which 

Christian Petersen board game? This strategy board game in the genre of 

science fiction and space opera holds the fifth place in BoardGameGeek’s list 

of the best games. 

 

10 (FIG. 2) Idol shown in the image, found in the town of Palūšė, in district Ignalina 

in Lithuania, depicts which Baltic deity? Goddess in question was first 

mentioned in the work Chronicle by John Malalas. 

 

11 (FIG. 3) Used for the front cover of the UNESCO Global Report Reshaping 

Public Policies, art work The Departure, part of The World is 9 series by which 

Ethiopian photographer is shown in the image? 

 

NTB Not counting the 1978 Holiday Special how many minutes would it take for 

someone to watch all the films in the Star Wars series? The number is based on 

an official duration of the movies. 
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ROUND 5 

1 (FIG. 1) Logo of which television channel, majority owned by Disney, is shown 

in the image?  

2 One of the Seven Summits, in which continent is the highest mountain peak 

outside of Asia?  

3 (FIG. 2) Which company used the shown logo between 1995 and 1997?  

4 (SLIKA 3) Leake Street, road tunnel in Lambeth, London is known as – whose 

tunnel? It is the only place in London where graffiti is allowed, with most of 

them created during the Cans Festival in 2008 which was organized by the artist 

in question.  

5 Primarily a position on the problem of universals which is opposed to realist 

philosophies, which metaphysical view, in which the universals and abstract 

objects do not actually exist other than being merely names or labels, did John 

Stuart Mill summarise in the apothegm - "there is nothing general except 

names”?   

6 Along with Chopin’s Piano Sonata No. 2, at the funeral of which composer in 

1907 was his own work Funeral March in Memory of Rikard Nordraak played 

with orchestration by Johan Halvorsen?  

7 In 1885, Swiss archaeologist Édouard Naville started the first excavations on 

site of Tell el-Dab'a, the location of which ancient Egyptian city? Located in 

the Nile Delta, city served as Hyksos capital of Egypt during the reign of XIV 

and XV dynasties  

8 Describing the background to Mr. Rochester’s marriage from his wife 

Antoinette Cosway’s point of view, which 1966 Jean Rhys novel serves as a 

postcolonial and feminist prequel to the novel Jane Eyre?  

9 Regarded as one of the greatest batsman of all time, which Indian cricketer 

holds the records for scoring most runs in T20 internationals and in the Indian 

Premier League? In 2020, the International Cricket Council named him the male 

cricketer of the decade.  

10 Feature-length documentary Isao Takahata and His 

_______________________ deals with the creation of which animated film, 

the most expensive Japanese film ever made? Film in question was nominated 

for Oscar in 2015 but lost to Big Hero 6.  

11 In service with the Austrian army from 1780, the first repeating rifle of a specific 

general kind to enter general military service, also known as Windbüchse, was 

named after which Italian inventor? One of the rifle’s most famous 

associations is its use on the Lewis and Clark Epedition to explore and map 

Louisiana purchase.  

NTB In meters, how long is the Danyang-Kunshan Grand Bridge, Guiness World 

Record holder for the longest bridge in the world? 
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